The meeting was called to order at 18:04.

Officer Reports:
President’s Report (Emi Phillips):
- Emi did a lot of cool stuff over the summer, involving Sink (argued Sinc, etc).
- Spoke with presidents of the past and former players. Many shows that weren’t numbered or not directly Players shows were done by Alpha Psi, however the consensus was if we paid for it, we number it.
- Emi, Hannah, and Ben are meeting with Holly to discuss YAG in the future.
- A publicity committee was established. Join this by talking with Emi or Heili!

Business Manager’s Report (Hannah de Los Santos):
- For black Player logo shirts, $20 setup and $8.50 per shirt, nicer shirts are more expensive.
- The budget has been color coded and uploaded.
- Ben has to buy the WeR gold thing.
- A new box office form was made.
- Oranges had a date switch, this is okay with the contract we have.
- Groupon contacted us and possibly working with us. Heili / Emi will talk with them.
- Merchandise is kind of probably sort of done except for one person. Is debating whether or not we should sell it off or use it as publicity.
- We got a lot of costumes and props from YAG, new furniture (desk, chairs, mattress) but it was moved around by YAG and needs to be found.
- We got furniture from the bookstore renovations.
- Note: We’re not allowed to give away furniture / anything except for costumes.

Technical Director’s Reports:
- Despite YAG’s best efforts, the Playhouse is not on fire.
  - While not much was broken, much was either in state of fire or safety violation which was documented and is put in a report.
- Our soundboard needs to be repaired, a cooling fan in the dimmer closet lights, among a few other things, need repair.
- We have had issues getting keys for some people and are working with Holly / Dean T to resolve this.
- Moberg, Charles, and Ben are working on tool safety systems. This would give tools classes of certifications rather than each tool having its own certification. This will also get rid of the current practice of blanket certifications based on roles.
- WeR Gold money will be spent.
  - If spent, Ben can go on Connecticut.

Membership Chair Report (Micaila Dean):
- Thatcher Park should be reserved for next year.
- Micaila may or may not have classes during the activity fair, you should sign up for it!
- People can email Micaila if they want to be put on the mem-comm list, which will be put together!
- All freshmen from NRB are on the mailing list.
- We have bake-off board game night.
- A lot of freshmen showed up at the farmer’s market, it was great!

Secretary-Historian Report (Mason Cooper):
- Fun fact, we can manipulate time and space to our whim. Many shows have been skipped including (?) the 88th. The 74 and ½ season was created to allow the 250th show to fall in the 75th season.

Season Publicity Director Report (Heili Springsteen):
- We have an updated logo preliminary (it looks cool!)
- Season Art has been created in a preliminary state as well, we’re looking at having the season marquee done by the end of September.
- We’re looking at kickstarting the p-comm, with a season long publicity team that will allow more people to be interested in a smaller scale.
- Players non-show shirts are possibly going to be created. We’re looking at creating apparel to help advertise our organization.
- We’re looking at reordering the Publicity schedule for each show (art due dates, lobby shot dates, etc).

Webmaster (Mason Cooper):
- Site is down :( due to bandwidth issues.
- Will have show-mode for SInc.

Producer Reports:
NRB (Deb Winograd):
- Happened, but isn’t really over.
- Post-mortem was sent out, isn’t due for two weeks with the start of classes and all.
- The producers manual is going to be reformed to be more readable, and post mortem things will be added.
- NRB was good, freshmen were awesome. They seemed to have a good time. There were some bumps and snags on our side.
- FYE relations and complaints are going to be handled.
- Script buying is going to be moved, or at least the order will be placed sooner.
  - If the exact order is sent in and a date is made with Holly, then right at the start of the fiscal year the shows can be ordered.

Oranges (Nick Menezes):
- First round calls close this week, some roles will be brought to the E-Comm by next meeting.
- If anyone wants to use the playhouse in the next couple of weeks, email Ben.
- Audition location issues are happening, but should be resolved soon.
- Oranges producer needs to talk to the madam president about special things.

Sink (with a “K”) Producer:
“I don’t know who that is” – Jeremy
Slnc producer (Jeremy Feldman and Katie Saporita):

- We had our first rehearsals, everyone is going to cry who comes to the show. We’re working at the art center, they will be available that day, and you can pick them up any time in the day.
- Speaking of ticketing, we can’t charge tickets for Troy Night out but will ask for donations. All profits will go to charity for Suicide prevention groups. We want to charge $5 a ticket to donate to these groups we have yet to pick.
- We are working with the deacon of the C+CC to have resources in the program. Tables and resources will be made available at the C+CC.
- Jeremy is reaching out to the hospital and other groups. Active minds, a suicide prevention group on campus finally got back to him and communication is being bridged.
- If any of us have any ideas on how we can get resources for the show, it would be really appreciated and helpful.
- If you have any ideas of how we can make this part of an awareness movement that would be really cool.
- Katie couldn’t be here, but she’s handling a lot of the internal stuff while Jeremy is handling a lot of the external stuff.
- The first production meeting was held at the NRB prod meeting, a regular date isn’t set yet but will be.
- First work party this Friday, September 4th!

Business:

Sideshow:
- No opposition to sending out a call for stage manager, director, and producer.
  - They would be sent out tonight. End the 8th or 9th.
- Parent’s weekend is the 23rd and 24th of October.
- Auditions would likely be the 21st or 22nd of September.

Missing furniture:
- Furniture was moved :‘(, we’ll be looking for it!

New Business:

Alpha Psi:
- Alpha Psi’s president asked for keys and access to the building 24/7
- They are putting files in the office. They want access to them.
- If it were only office keys is the thought.
- We are comfortable with current Alpha Psi officers, but there is a question about setting a precedent.
- We’re going to make it clear that this is a year by year issue to be addressed. An order will be sent to the key shop to deal with the keys.

Meeting closed at 18:54, voted on (3 – 0 – 1):

Meeting adjourned at 19:22, (3 – 0 – 1)